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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Background

1.1 On 16 Hay 1985 the Senate referred the following matter

to the Committee for investigation and report:

Whether the claim by the Australian
Broadcasting Corporation that certain
information should not be made available to
Estimates Cammi ttee C, on the ground of
commercial confidentiality, is justified. l

1.2 The subject matter of the inquiry arose during hearings

held by Estimates Committee C on 15 April 1985. The Committee

was taking evidence on additional estimates of expenditure for

the Australian Broadcasting Corporation [ABC] for the financial

year 1984-85. During examination of ABC officers in attendance,

then Senator Peter Rae (Tasmania) asked several questions which

sought to establish the salary paid to Ks Geraldine Doogue, then

a compere/interviewer on the ABC I The National' televi si on news

program.

1.3 At the hearing the Minister for Finance, Senator Peter

Walsh, who was Minister representing the Minister for

Communications, offered to seek the Minister's approval to make

the information available to Estimates Committee C on the

understanding that it would be • in confidence'. The information

sought by Senator Rae was regarded by the ABC officers who

attended the Estimates hearing as commercially confidential.
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1.4 Estimates Committee C was provided with supplementary

written answers by the ABC to the questions asked by
Senator Rae. The answers confirmed the stance of the ABC

officers present at the hearing. The ABC's reply stated:

The matter has been discussed with the
Minister for Communications, Hr Duffy, who
has agreed to the ABC putting forward the
following proposal to the Committee:

"We would be reluctant. to make public the
amount paid to a particular contract employee
because such a disclosure could adversely
atfect the interests of the ABC in acquiring
and retaining sUitable persons having regard
to the competi tion amongst TV stations for
top 'on cameral personalities. However, we
would provide such details to the Minister
for his information.-

"Our view is
with this
demonstrating
accountable,
protecting its

that by providing the Minister
information, the ABC is
its preparedness to be

while at the same time
commercial competitiveness.- 2

1.5 In its subsequent report to the Senate on the

additional estimates, Estimates Committee C drew attention to

this matter and to criticism of the ABC made by Estimates

Committee A in its May and October 1984 reports. (Estimat.es

Commi ttee A had examined the ABC estimates in 1984.) In its May

1984 report, Estimates Committee A commented on the ABC's

attitude to provision of information at the Committee's

hearings. The Committee recommended that the Senate re-affirm a

statement of principle, adopted initially by the Senate in 1971

following criticism of the ABC by an Estimates Committee,

concerning the financial accountability of statutory authorities

to the Parliament.
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1.6 On 31 May 1984 the Senate r~affiI1Tled the statement,

which reads:

That whilst it may be argued that Statutory
Authori ties are not accountable through the
responsible Minister of State to Parliament
for day-to-day operations, they may be called
to account by Parliament itself at any time
and that there are no areas of expenditure of
public funds where these corporations have a
discretion to wi thhold details or
explanations f ran Parliament or its
Committees unless the Parliament has
expressly provided otherwise. 3

1.7 Estimates Committee C also drew attention to a 'severe

problem' it experienced in obtaining information on ABC

activities regarded as necessary to enable the Estimates

Coromi ttee to report ade:;l ua tely to the Sena te and noted:

Whilst questions have been answered, the
information contained in many instances has
not appeared ade:;luate to the Cornrnittee. 4

This Committee has had a similar experience, which is the

subject of comment in Chapter 4 of this Report.

1.8 When moving the referral of this matter to the

Commi ttee, the Chai man of Estimates Cornmi ttee C, then Senator

Cyril Primmer (Victoria), told the Senate that the ABC had

declined to provide an answer to the question of what salary was

paid to staff on I The National' on the ground that the

information was commercially confidential. Senator Primmer

noted:

Estimates committees cannot receive
information on a confidential bi\sis. For this
reason Estimates Committee C was unable to
receive the material confidentially and to
make a deci sian as to whether the claim for
commercial confidentiality was justified. To
overcome this problem the Committee decided
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to move the motion for reference of the
matter to the Senate Standing Coromi ttee on
Finance and Government Operations to enable
the matter to be determined. 5

1.9 Senator Primmer also told the Senate that the ABC had

assured him of its co-operation in such an enquiry, and that the

ABC was willing to make the information available to a Committee

which could accept evidence lin cameral.

Conduct of the inquiry

1.10 The Committee decided that, before dealing with the

specific matter arising from the Estimates Committee C report,

it would inquire into certain general questions regarding

contract employment. The Committee believed it should examine

and determine whether contracts were justifiable, and whether

claims of their confidentiality could be justified.

1.11 The ABC had made it clear that it would provide the

information on Ms Doogue's salary in confidence. It appears that

Estimates Committee C considered that this would satisfy the

requirement of proper accountability. The Committee believes it

does not need to know the amount in question to judge whether or

not the figure should be made public. The amount in the

Committee's view is irrelevant to the principle involved. The

Committee does not know the amount and has not asked the ABC to

provide it. There seems to be little point in the Committee's

having such prIvate information if it must keep it confidential.

1.12 The Committee wrote to relevant Ministers, the ABC and

relevant unions to seek their views on the use of contract

employment by statutory authorities and on the question of

confidentiali ty of contracts. The replies are contained in the

Evidence of the Committee's hearings. 6 The Committee also sought

and received from the ABC samples of employment contracts to

assist the Committee in its inquiry.7
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1.13 A public hearing was held on 25 November 1985 to

explore the issues further with the ABC and union

representatives. After more correspondence with the ABC, another

public hearing was held on 21 March 1986. Further correspondence

was necessary to clarify a number of matters raised at the

second public hearing.
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CHAPTER 2

CONTRACT EMPLOYMENT IN THE ABC

Introduction

2.1 The Committee draws attention to the distinction

is made at law between two types of employment contracts:

contract of service, and the contract for service.

that

the

2.2 To avoid confusion, and to avoid drawing constant

attention to the distinction between the two types of employment

contract, in this Report contracts Q.f service will be referred

to as contracts of employment. ('Contract employment' is used as

a general term concerning both types of contract.)

2.3 A contract of employment is usually between an employer

and an individual who enters such a contract in his or her

personal capacity. A contract fQL service usually exists when an

independent contractor, which is often a company, contracts to

provide services, which are often those of an individual. Where

an organisation (rather than an individual) is being engaged,

such an arrangement necessarily does not consti tute a contract

of employment.

2.4 Included in the general powers of the ABC under t.1e

Australian Broadcasting Corporation Act 1983 is a general powar

to enter into contracts. A further specific power exists to

engage persons to perform services for the corporation

(section 25).
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Contract employment in the ABC

2.5

members

contract

The Commi t tee

employed by

employment.

sought the views of the

the ABC, and relevant

ABC, uni ons wi th

ministers about

2.6 The

should have

whether by

packages or

Committee first asked whether statutory authorities

the general right to employ people under contract

individually negotiated salary or remuneration

by contracts for service.

2.7 In its reply, the ABC said that it was currently

expected to carry out its statutory functions in a commercially

competitive environment. As a result, while it did not consider

itself a 'commercial' authority, it competed with commercial

broadcasters and other organisations for the services of actors,

producers and artists such as musicians. It therefore had to

compete for the services of 'personalities l like Ms Doogue. If

such people had popularity or 'image l , which enabled them to

demand greater remuneration and conditions than those allowed by

award condi tions, the ABC had to negotiate more generous

remuneration and terms of employment than normally offered. l

2.8 The ABC said that the use of contract employment was,

in fact, not common in the organisation. Contract employment was

used when the per son engaged was to wor k for ei ther a fixed

period, such as one year, or was to undertake a specific task.

Ms Helen McKenzie, the ABC's Head of Employee Relations,

Television, told the Committee during evidence that:

The ABC is not attempting to achieve anything
through use of contract employment, other
than to have the particular services of the
individuals that we want. 2
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2.9 The ABC staff unions which made submissions to the

Committee held differing views on the use of

by the ABC. The Australian Journalists'

Actors' Equity, the ABC Senior Executives'

Musicians' Union generally acknowledged the

employment by the ABc.3

contract employment

Association [AJA],

Association and the

need for contract

2.10 Mr Neal Swancott of the AJA told the Committee that,

wh1le the AJA had no objection in principle to contract

employment, it pointed out the difference between relatively

long-term award employment condi tions, and employment condi tions

providing for specific over-award allowances in lieu of penalty

payments. The competitive nature of current affairs journalism,

for example, meant that flexible terms of employment had been

historically important to journalists who enjoyed popularity.4

Mr Swancott also pointed out that any contractual arrangements

should include appropriate minimum award conditions and that 'in

etfect the contractual component must be over and above the

award minimum protections,.5

2.11 The ABC Staff Union maintained that, to properly

discharge its functions, the core of ABC employees should be

tenured staff. It disputed that most of the functions performed

by existing ABC staff could be performed either more

economically or more effectively by contract employment. 6 The

ABC should therefore limit contract employment

to circumstances which cannot be
satisfied by established staff; for example,
performance of special functions not normally
required by the organisation, and replacement
of e:itablished staff for temporary fixed
terms. 7

The Staff Union acknowledged that in the competitive media

context, the hiring of 'personalities' did, however, require

resort to contract employment. B
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effect of contract employment

ABC. Mr Aarons of the ABC Staff

2.12 Another matter raised by the staff unions was

on the service provided by

Union noted that:

the

the

one of the problems with contracts is
that you might get quality in the individual
but, if contracts become some form of
substitute for that type of recruitment,
training and development, then I think it is
not only the ABC which is going to suffer but
• .• the whole broadcasting industry in
Australia. 9

2.13 Mr Swancott of the AJA supported the view that contract

employment in the ABC may reduce the level of professionalism in

ABC journalism. IO

2.14 The Committee sought the views of the Minister for

Communications (as Minister responsible for the ABC), the

Minister for Finance (as Minister responsible for public service

matters) and the Minister for Employment and Industrial

Relations (as Minister responsible for the observance of

industrial awards and agreements by Commonwealth agencies).

2.15 The Committee received replies from the Minister for

Communications and the Minister for Employment and Industrial

Relations. The Minister for Finance told the Committee that he

believed he could not add to the views put

his colleagues, and was satisfied that

cOlleagues would comply with the Committee's

to the Coromi ttee by

the views of his

requirements.

2.16 The Minister for Communications told the Committee he

generally had no objection to statutory author! ties, including

the ABC, employing people on contract. The Minister said:

I bel ieve that statutory author i ti es
should have the general right to employ
people on contract. I see no reason for a
differentiation between outright contract

10



employment and individually negotiated
remuneration packages. In fact, the
difference between the two types of contract
is regarded as being marginal since either
form must clearly take into account wages and
salaries of the persons performing the work
of the contract.1r

The Minister also noted that statutory authorities were

established to carry out a variety of functions not appropriate

to Departments of State. The way in which authorities carried

out these functions may require the power and capacity to engage

necessary personnel resources. The Minister also noted:

I would expect, however, that by far the
maj ori ty of per sonnel resources would be
employees. It would only be in special
circumstances where management would need to
offer contract employment. 12

2.17 The Minister for Employment and Industrial Relations

told the Commi ttee that a range of factors such as 'the nature

of the work, the skills inVOlved, the length of the engagement,

and the functions and powers of the employing authority' were

relevant to the exercise of a statutory authority's power to

employ under contract. 13

2.18 As a further question, the Committee asked whether any

distinction should be made between contract employment by

commercial and other statutory authorities.

2.19 After considering the replies it received, the

Commi ttee does not see it as necessary to di stinguish between

commercial authorities and other statutory authorities. As the

ABC competes with other organisations for the services of

certain categories of people with special skills or talents, it

must occasionally, and in special circumstances, employ on

contract as a means of efficiently carrying out its functions

and managing its workforce. However, for normal full-time
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employment the Committee does not believe the ABC should either

encourage prospective employees to seek employment on contract

or automatically agree to requests for employment on contract.

Use of contract employment should be restricted to the

engagement of persons to perform a particular task or for

limited employment.

Guidelines and policy on contract employment in the ABC

2.20 The Committee

were sought during the

policy should exist to

authori ties.

asked each of the parties whose views

inquiry whether guidelines or a specific

govern contract employment by statutory

2.21 The ABC told the Committee that it did not currently

have any fixed guidelines for contract employment as industrial

award conditions constituted adequate principles, and that any

•codification of these principles might not be able to

accommodate the infinitely variable and constantly changing

circumstances of broadcasting' .14 The ABC submitted that this

approach was particUlarly relevant when applied to people in

areas of the organisation involved in program making and

presentation. For employment not directly associated wi th

program making (e.g. the engagement of some management

executives), the ABC's view was that • fixed term contract

employment makes possible a degree of flexibility and

responsiveness to changing conditions which cannot be achieved

by a rigid 'public service' employment system' .15

2 .. 22 In evidence to the Committee, the ABC stated that the

practice of contract employment by the ABC was necessary because

a greater degree of flexibility than normal was requi red by the

ABC in coming to mutually acceptable arrangements wi th

particular individuals. Such an approach was subject to a policy
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followed by the ABC which ensured that certain minimum

conditions and entitlements were extended to all people engaged,

both under normal award conditions and under contract.·

2.23 As noted in Chapter 1, in the early stages of its

inquiry the Committee asked the ABC to provide it with a

representative sample of employment contracts entered into

during recent years. The Committee believed it should be aware

of the variations in such contracts, considering the differences

in periOds of employment, remuneration and other provisions

resul ting from the ABC's engagement of people with a range of

skills and abili ties. The Committee told the ABC that nei ther

the names of the other parties nOr the sums payable under the

contracts were of interest and could be deleted. Nine contracts

were sent to the Committee by the ABC, and were incorporated in

Ev idence .16

2.24 Of the nine contracts, eight were contracts of

employment between the ABC and individuals. One contract for

service, between an incorporated company and the ABC, reqUired

the provision of the services of an individual to the ABC.17

Payments made to the contracting company in this contract were

payable in gross, making the company liable for the payment of

taxation and certain other outgoings, such as insurance,

normally the responsibili ty of an employer.

2.25 The ABC said that prior to any negotiation on possible

engagement by the ABC some individuals had arranged their

affairs to take advantage of a special legal status suggested to

them by their financial advisers. As Ms McKenzie of the ABC put

it:

particular individuals have their own
legal status, that they have determined for
their own private purposes, whether with
their accountants or for whatever reason, and
that status is something that they present to

13



us as something that we have to co-operate
wi tho If that individual did not have that
status, the ABC wo.uld not need a contract
ei ther .18

2.26 The Committee was concerned to learn that the ABC might

enter into contracts of any sort which may facilitate the

avoidance of liablility for income tax.

2.27 ABC officers were asked whether contracts for service,

such as the sample contract provided to the Committee,

facilitated tax avoidance. Mr Curtis Berry, then the ABC's

Controller of Human Resources, told the Coromi ttee that the ABC

rejected such a view:

There is a great difference between tax
avoidance and tax minimisation. If those
individuals have some scheme which they are
working on, as long as they are a properly
registered company, we take the view that
they can enter into that arrangement.
However, I would also say that in the last
nine months or so we have actively counselled
people against going on company contract, for
some very obvious reasons which were
mentioned earlier by Mr Swancott, but in the
end it is a matter between those individuals
and the Taxation Commissioner. Thilt is a
matter for the individual to resolve. 19

2.28 When asked whether the ABC, as a Commonwealth statutol:y

authori ty, had some responsibility not to be a party to such

arrangements, Mr Berry said:

We do. Short of conducting a full-scale
investigation into the particular company, it
is very difficult for us to be satisfied
about those ar rangements one way or another.
If the only way that that individual will be
employed is under a company arrangement, and
if we need that individual's services as
was pointed out by the Senators we are in the
market to obtain the best possible services 
then we would have to proceed on that
basi s. 20
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2.29 The Committee was advised that at the time of the

Committee's hearings there were approximately 40 to 50 contracts

for service. 21 The total ABC staff is 6960.

the services of an

necessary to examine

company:

2.30 Ms McKenzie also advised that, if a company

individual, the ABC believed it

the taxation arrangements made

provided

was not

by the

••• our concern is that provided the contract
is providing the ABC with what it wants, that
it is a genuine contract insofar as what is
expressed to be provided is what the parties
are providing, then we do not see that it is
our role to inqUire further as to what the
taxa ti on si tuati on may be of ei ther the
company or of the company's ernployees. 22

The AJA specifically

must incorporate the

condi tions and that

2.31 By comparison, ABC staff

guidelines for contract employment.

advocated that employment contracts

relevant applicable award terms and

authorities should

unions favoured clear

2.32

be under a standing di rection ei ther
statutory or administrative to guard
against contrived partnership or
company ar rangements which ar tif i ci ally
disguise the "employment" nature of the
contract, or any other arrangements which
lack bona fides. 23

Mr Neal Swancott reiterated this view in his evidence

to the Committee, stressing the ~A'S view that statutory

authorities should be directed that contracts for service must

be distinguished from contracts of employment in any employment

policy, because of the undesirable result contracts for service

can have on observance of industrial awards. 24
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2.33 The ABC Staff Union said that it recognised the

occasional requirement for the ABC to be able to employ people

under contract, but believed the ABC should develop clear

guidelines which were not to the detriment of the ABC's primary

functions. At the time of the Committee's hearings, the Staff

Union was conducting negotiations on such guidelines with ABC

management .. 25 Mr Tom Molomby (who is a current member of the ABC

Board of Directors, as well as an officer of the Staff Union)

told the Commi ttee that the Board of the ABC had not, to date,

addressed the broad question of employment policy.26

2 .. 34 Both the Minister for Communications and the Minister

for Employment and Industrial Relations believed that the

management of each authority should adhere to the employment

policy of the Government in engaging employees in preference to

contractors, but that the employment guidelines developed by

authorities should be reasonably flexible to allow for the

specific and unique requirements of each authority .. 27

The ABC employment profile

2.35 It was apparent from evidence at the Committee's

hearings that precise details of the contract employment profile

of the ABC was unavailable, and that the details that were

ava1lable were incomplete and confusing.

2.36 For example, at the Committee's first hearing, the

number of contract employees currently engaged by the ABC was

unclear, a figure of approximately 350 being given .. 28 In later

material provided to the Committee, the ABC advised that there

were approximately 285, and that this figure did not take

account of short term contracts, or a wide range of contracts

for the provision of musical works, standard-form contracts with

actors and writers, overseas artists (concerts) and touring

artists (concerts) .29
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2.37 The ABC Staff Union also commented to the Commi ttee

that this apparent lack of detailed knowledge on the ABC I s part

resulted in difficulties in discussion between it and the ABC on

development of an ABC contract employment policy.30 The

Committee believes that the ABC needs to have accurate knowledge

of the numbers and types of employment contracts that are

current, so as to ensure that the problems revealed in this

inquiry can be avoided in the future.

2 .. 38 Mr Neal Swancott of the AJA also gave the Committee

views on the possibl e long term effect of a lack of clear ABC

policy on contract employment.. He conSidered that the

contractual arrangements that the ABC had negotiated,

particularly in the area of current affairs journalism, might

lead to the proliferation of contract employment at the expense

of other employees, and to unnecessary division of the ABC's

work-force, and a reduction in the professional standards of the

ABC. 31

2.39 An aspect of the confusion over contract ABC employment

policy was also highlighted by the use of 'R form' contracts,

which are contracts designed for the service of individuals who

once only, occasionally, or periodically perform specific jobs

for the ABC (for example, short radio talks). The Staff Union

indicated that these contracts were I being used on a continual

basis to employ people for months and years on end ' .. 32 The Staff

Union also maintained that such a system meant that people who

were performing the services of employees could effectively have

their services terminated by refusal of the ABC to allow them to

sign another R-form with no due processes .. 33

2.40 The ABC told the Committee at the first hearing that

the use of R form contracts had caused confusion in personnel

administration .. Ms McKenzie told the Committee:

17



We recognise that people have been signing
the wrong forms for years, probably for
various historical reasons, but that should
not deprive them of their employment
entitlements. 34

2 .. 41 In written evidence to the Committee the ABC advised

the following details of R form contracts for 1984-85: 35

Average number of payments per week

Persons/companies paid on more than
12 occasions during the year

Multiple payments with total payments
in excess of $5000 for the year

926

711

380

2 .. 42 The Committee was told that a review of contract

employment had been going on for several years. Ms McKenzie's

assessment to the Committee was that the improvement and

revision of the ABC's administration in the area (and attaining

standardisation of contractual procedures) would require

considerable time. 36

2.43 The Committee has noted its attitude to contract

employment by the ABC in general earlier in this Chapter. The

fact that the ABC is reviewing its policy on contract employment

is welcome but the Committee believes that implementation of

better controls and standardisation of contractual arrangements

should be effected as soon as possible to avoid the difficulties

raised during this inquiry.

Conclusions

2.44

contracts

when it

In general, the

of employment by

will facilitate

Committee does not disapprove of

a statutory authority, particularly

and improve the functions and
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responsibilities of the authority. However, the Committee

bell.eveS that contract employment should not be used for normal

fUll-time employment and that contracts, limited to contracts of

employment, should be used only for limited employment or for

the engagement of persons to perform particular tasks.

2.45 The ABC has been given the power to enter into

employment contracts by the Parliament and the Committee

believes that the ability to engage people under contract on

occasions allows the ABC to obtain the services of people from

specialised areas or for fixed terms.

2.46 There are several aspects of the current ABC policy on

contract employment which need to be reviewed by the ABC. For

example, the Committee believes that contracts should be used

wi th discretion. A contract shoUld not be entered into merely

because it is demanded by the person whose services are sought

by the ABC. All other options should be considered before the

ABC agrees to enter a contract.

2.47 The Committee believes that contracts .f..Q.[ service are

not a desirable form of arranging employment. The Committee

believes that contracts for service can distort the normal

employment relationship and may allow a person whose services

are obtained under a contract for service to gain a number of

tax and other financial advantages not available to salaried

employees, or those engaged under contracts of employment. The

facili tation of such arrangements by a Commonwealth authori ty is

undesirable.

2.48 In the Committee's view, it is necessary for the ABC to

introduce clear guidelines on contract employment which address

these matters as soon as possible.
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CHAPTER 3

CONFIDENTIALITY OF CONTRACTS

3.1 The Conuni ttee noted earl ier that it did not bel ieve it

was reasonable simply to request the amount of Ms Doogue's fee

from the ABC at an I in camera I hearing. Knowledge of the amount

paid to Ms Doogue would be an inadequate basis from which to

draw any conclusion as to whether it was desirable that such

information shOUld reasonably be·' regarded as commercially

confidential. In order to reach a conclusion, the Committee

sought from the ABC, relevant ministers and relevant unions

their views on the the confidentiality of ABC contracts.

3.2 The Cammi ttee asked initially whether the terms and

condi tiona of contracts should be kept confidential during

negotiations. Replies to this question indicated that, in

general, it was considered important that confidentiality be

maintained during the negotiation of all employment contracts.

The ABC's submission on the matter reflects the general replies:

In almost all negotiations, the parties
explore possibili ties and examine
proposi tions which they may not wish to be
held to once terms and conditions are finally
agreed upon. Public knowledge of pre-contract
negotiations could cause embarrassment and
could be detrimental to the financial
position of one party or the other or
both. l

3.3 The Committee accepts that disclosure of terms and

condi tions of contracts of employment or for services during the

course of negotiations is undesirable, due to the possible
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effect on the personal privacy of individuals or the commercial

interests of prospective contractors. The Committee accordingly

makes no further comment on this matter.

3.4 A second question asked by the Committee was whether

details of contracts should remain confidential after the

contract has been finalised and whether this confidentiality

should extend to ministers and/or parliamentary committees.

3.5 The ABC told the Committee that details of contracts

involving employment shOUld remain

particularly when the contract

'personalities':

confidential after agreement,

was for the employment of

To protect their "image" and to retain their
bargaining position for the future, many
artists insist upon confidentiality as to
their earnings under a contract. Further, in
the competition amongst broadcasters for
individuals with rare talent, the disclosure
of the price of an individual's contract
could result in the ABC being outbid by
commercial operators seeking similar talent.
The principle should be that confidentiality
is always observed by the employer. 2

3.6 Ms McKenzie of the ABC told the Committee:

There has been a general practice within the
ABC that particular contents of contracts are
not discussed and are not disclosed.
Obviously, that is not an absolute statement
that they will never be di sclosed but it has
certainly been the practice that those things
are consciously restr icted to the particular
people who need to know the contents and they
do not go further than that. It is applied to
all aspects of the contract, just as a
general practice. 3
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3.7 In the case of parliamentary committees, the ABC told

the Committee that any claim that contractual details were

commercially confidential 'must, of course, be reconciled with

the ABC's accountabili ty to Parliament I. However, the ABC said

that it found it difficult to reconcile its obligations to keep

certain commercial information confidential and its obligations

of accountability to the Parliament when giving evidence before

Estimates Committees, as the Senate Standing Orders did not

allow Estimates Committees to receive information in confidence.

The ABC was concerned that there was a perception that it was

reluctant to account fully to the Parliarnent. 4

3.8 At the Commi ttee I s second hearing,

questioned further on its view of the rights of

committees to insist on the provision of

confidential information by statutory authorities.

the ABC was

parliamentary

commercially

Senator VANSTONE - While the ABC at Estimates
Commi ttee hearing obviously had the view that
it was enti tIed to not provide information on
the basis of market confidentiality, from
your point of view do you now understand the
ABC's position to be that it understands that
there is no area into which an Estimates
Committee cannot inquire?

Ks Ercole - Yes, I think that it was only the
public nature of the disclosure that we were
concerned about because we always had an
understanding and said that we were prepared
to disclose in committee. There was never any
conflict about that in any of our minds. It
was just the public nature of the disclosure,
and I guess at that stage, too, we were
particularly sensitive because the ABC seemed
to be on the front pages of the paper wi th
very damaging publicity and we just did not
want anything else but we were always
prepared to disclose that to the Committee.

Senator VANSTONE - Does the ABC now accept
that it is not the ABC's decision as to
whether information, as a consequence of a
parliamentary inquiry, will be publicly
released?
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Ks Ercole - Yes.

Senator VANSTONE - It would not happen again
that the ABC would say: "You can have it in
camera but unless we have an undertaking that
it is in camera, we will not provide it ".
That is not going to happen again?

Ms Ercole No, obviously we accept that
Parliament is entitled to do as it sees fit.
We would hope that we would not be in this
sort of situation again, and that we would be
always able to----

Senator VANSTONE I raise that question
because I know a number of people raise wi th
me the prospect of a statutory body telling
Parliament on what terms it will give
Parliament information, and presumably the
ABC cannot override the responsibili ty of a
commi ttee to decide whether it wiD release
the information or not.

Ms Ercole - We accept totally----5

The Committee has quoted this section of evidence at length to

illustrate the ABC's clear acceptance that it shOUld co-operate

fully with the Parliament and its committees on the provision of

information, and will do so in the future.

3.9 The views of the ABC staff unions on this question

varied. The Australian Journalists' Association, the ABC Staff

Union, the Musicians' Union and the ABC Senior Executives'

Association accepted that, where the Budget was the sole source

of monies available to an authority which entered into contracts

of this type, details of contracts should be publicly available,

and should certainly be made available to the Parliament. 6 This

view was not shared by Actors' Equity which asserted that an

inherent traditional aspect of contracts between actors and

their employers was confidentiality. However, Equity conceded

that whether this tradition was desirable in the case of

contracts funded with public money was a matter for the

Committee. 7
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3.10 As with the questions dealt with in Chapter 2, the

Committee asked relevant ministers their views on the question.

The Minister for Communications told the Committee that

contracts of employment 'by and large, should remain

confidential after the contract has been finalised'.8

3.11 The Minister went on to say that 'the confidentiality

of the details in a contract should not necessarily deny the

information from a Minister or a Parliamentary Committee'.

However, the Minister stated that it was incumbent upon both to

respect the confidentiality of any information which may be

personal, may have a value to the contractor's competitors, or

be detr imental to the activ i ties of a statutory author i ty such

as the ABC.9

3.12 A preliminary view put to the Committee by the Minister

for Employment and Industrial Relations was that:

In general, whether final details of the
terms and conditions of a contract should be
disclosed will depend on the balance of
privacy and commercial in confidence
considerations, the reporting requirements
applying to a particular body and the public
interest in the accountability of public
enterprises. lO

When he conveyed this preliminary view to the Committee, the

Minister advised that he had requested a detailed opinion from

the Attorney-Generalis Department on the Committee's questions

about confidentiality. This opinion was subsequently provided to

the Minister, who forwarded it to the Committee in May 1986, and

is reproduced in the Evidence of the inquiry.ll

3.13 In the opinion, the Attorney-General's Department

observed that, in the absence of any statutory requirement

relating to reporting or disclosure, the Committee's question

raisea questions of public policy rather than of law. 12
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3.14 The opinion also dealt extensively with the matter of

material being kept confidential from a minister or a

parliamentary committee. saving discussed the power of the

Parliament and its committees to insist on answers to questions

put to witnesses regarding contracts which may be generally

regarded as commercially confidential, the Department said:

In deciding whether to press for information
about commercial contracts, a House or a
commi ttee would no doubt balance
considerations of commercial confidentiality
(including any claims that disclosure would
prejudice private or commercial interests)
against the public interest in having access
to the information (including, for example,
the need for that information for the
purposes of parliamentary scrutiny of
expenditure) .13

3.15 The Department also drew the Minister's attention to

the resolution of the Senate (reproduced in paragraph 1.6 of

this Report) which clearly affirmed the Senate's belief that

there were no areas of expenditure of public funds where

statutory authorities, such as the ABC, had a discretion to

wi thhold details from the Parliament or its coromi ttees, unless

the Parliament had expressly provided otherwise in the

legislation establishing the authority.14

the Committee relating

principles that should

3.16 A final question asked

confidentiali ty sought views on

applied to determine whether

confidential.

by

the

contracts are

to

be

commercially

3.17 The ABC told the Committee that the principle

underlying commercial confidentiality was:

whether any of the parties [to the
contract} would suffer damage as a resul t of
the terms and conditions of a contract being
made public.
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However, the ABC also stated:

On the other hand, the ABC is
that it must be, and must be
accountable to Parliament. lS

keenly aware
seen to be,

3.18 The ABC staff unions (again with the exception of

Actors' Equity) reiterated the view noted earlier in this

Chapter [paragraph 3.9] that, as public monies were used in

funding the ABC and therefore in providing funds for contracts,

information on the allocation and disbursement of public funds

should as a rule be available to the Parliament on request.

3.19 The Minister for Communications told the Committee he

believed that such a question could not be answered as a matter

of principle; rather it was a matter of judgement whether there

was a good reason in the pUblic interest for the information

published to be regarded as commercially confidential. l6

3.20 The Attorney-General's Department's opinion suggested

that the basic issue to be addressed by the question was how a

balance between a proper and desirable level of commercial

confidentiality of material which may come before a minister, an

authority - or the Parliament - may be achieved given the the

competing requirement of achieving a proper and acceptable level

of financial accountability. The opinion also drew attention to

the requirements for bringing an action for breach of confidence

at law, and to certain provisions of the Freedom of Information

Act 1982, which limit disclosure of business and commercial

documents in the possession of agencies (which do not include

the ABC) that are the subject of the Act. l ?
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Conclusions

3.21 Whether the terms of contracts involving Commonwealth

authorities should be kept confidential has always been a matter

of considerable importance to the Parliament. The situation of

particular concern is where an authority receives all, or

practically all, its funding from the Budget such as is the case

with the ABC. The Committee believes strongly that the provision

of powers to enter contracts in an authority's enabling

legislation does not imply that the authority can presume that

the Parliament or its committees will not insist on disclosure

of details of such contracts.

3.22 In the Committee's view, as a basic matter of

accountability, it is desirable that details of contracts not be

confidential. Claims of confidentiality which do not

discriminate as to the material that is to be regarded as

secret, raises suspicions of extravagance or incompetence in the

expenditure of public monies.

3.23 The Committee emphasises that when the Parliament seeks

information concerning contracts which are claimed to be

commercially confidential, proper regard should be had for

genuine personal and commercial interests (such as privacy or

competitiveness) that may be affected by publication.

3.24 It is the Committee's opinion, however, that it is an

important principle that the actual remuneration for providing

services to an author i ty (whether as employee or contractor)

shOUld be available to the Parliament when requested. Whether a

person is paid under the terms of a Remuneration Tribunal

determination or an applicable industrial award, or is a

contractor, does not appear relevant to the Committee. Estimates

Committees were established for the specific purpose of

examining the expendi ture programs undertaken by departments of
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the Commonwealth and statutory authorities. Accordingly,

authori ties must be prepared to account to Estimates Cornnli ttees

for all aspects of thei r financial management and

administration, even when the information sought may be regarded

as private or commercially confidential. This aspect of

statutory authority accountabili ty should be made clear at the

time an authority enters into negotiations for any type of

contract and should be made clear in the terms of contracts

entered into.
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CHAPTER 4

THE CONTRACT BE'lWEEN THE ABC AND MS OOOGUE

4.1 The matter which led to the Committee's inquiry was the

terms of the contract for Hs Doogue' 5 services to the ABC as a

compere/interviewer.

4.2 The Doogue contract was a contract for services between
the ABC and Geraldine Doogue (Promotions) Pty Limited. It was

for the period January 1985 to January 1986. 1 The contract

examined by the Committee was the most recent for Ms Doogue I 5

services entered into by the ABC, contracts also having been in

effect for previous years. Each contract was negotiated with the

ABC by a management agent who acted on Ms Doogue1s behalf. The

Committee discusses the procedures followed by the ABC in the

negotiation of the contracts later in the Chapter.

The provisions of the Doogue contract

4.3 The Committee noted earlier that it did not believe it

reasonable simply to ask the ABC to provide it lin cameral ..... ith

the amount Ms Doogue .....as paid, and then to judge .....hether or not

the figure should be treated as commercially confidentiaL As

the Committee noted in Chapter 1, there seemed little point in

the Committeels having such information if it had to keep it

confidential.

4.4 As noted in

Lhc AUl" wi th ., II lJm lH.' I

Chapter 2,

of aan1l-'J c

the Committee was provided by

em~JoYIlll:lll \'Oll! lilt"! I!. 11,11"""111"

'110 rnlllmiltE'ol!= oxamination of submj9~i('onR mado by Ihp 1\0" i"lId

otherb inVIted to yl\lt: t.he Comnllt.tt:c: LIH:11 vlt:WI:i. The '_"lIIll1lll<:<:

did not request from the ABC specific information concerning the
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Doogue contract when it asked for these sample contracts, and

the Doogue contract (or one like it) was not included amongst

the sample employment contracts provided by the ABC.

4.5 At its first hearing on 25 November 1985, it was

revealed to the Committee that the Doogue contract contained an

unusual provision compared with other ABC employment contracts,

that the company and Ms Doogue not reveal its contents.

4.6 Following the hearing, and having considered the

evidence, the Committee wrote to the ABC early in 1986 and

requested a copy of the Doogue contract. Following receipt of

the contract the Committee decided to seek further information

from the ABC in writing and to hold a second public hearing, in

order that a number of questions concerning the terms of the

contract (particularly relating to the method of payment) could

be raised with the ABC. The Committee held this second hearing

on 21 March 1986.

4.7 The Committee was satisfied initially to accept that

the nine sample contracts provided to it by the ABC were, as

requested, representative of employment contracts entered into

by the ABC. Whilst the Committee did not ask for a copy of the

Doogue contract, the nature of the Committee's inquiry should

have prompted the ABC to advise the Committee that there were

contracts (such as the Doogue contract) with clauses which were

significantly different from those in the sample contracts

provided. After having seen the Doogue contract, the Committee

was surprised that this had not happened. Clearly, the nine

contracts supplied were not as representative as the ABC

apparently would have liked the Committee to believe.

The up-front payment clause

4.8 There

which were, in

with the other

were two clauses in the 1985 Dooyuc cont t acl

the Committee's view, very unusual when cornpcHed

contracts provided to the Committee as samples.
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4.9 The first (clause 2 in

payment by the ABC to the Doogue

Ks Doogue's services by a series

period of the contract, and read as

the contract) provided for

company for the provision of

of advance payments over the

fo.llows:

~In consideration of the above the ABC will
pay Geraldine Doogue (Promotions) Pty Ltd an
all-inclusive fee of [amount deleted) for the
period of this contract together wi th a
clothing and grooming allowance of [amount
deleted) payable as to 50\ of total fee on
signature of the contract and the remaining
50\ payable on or before 31 July 1985. 2

This clause was described during the Committee's hearings as the

'up-front' payment clause.

4.10 The Committee first became aware of the existence of

the up-front payment clause when a copy of the Doogue contract

was provided to the Committee in response to its written request

to the ABC in January 1986 .. The Committee notes that this and

some previous Doogue contracts have been the only ABC employment

contracts to contain such payment provisions. 3 These previous

Doogue contracts were similar to the contract negotiated in late

1984, except that the t up-front' payment clauses provided for

four advance payments, rather than the two in the 1985 contract.

4.11 The Commi ttee' s pr imary concern was why the terms of

payment (whatever the sum payable) provided payment wholly in

advance, and for such long periods in advance of the provision

of services.

4.12 In the evidence prov ided to the Committee's second

hearing, the ABC told the Committee that the inclusion of the

clause had resul ted from two beliefs, apparently held by ABC

management: that lis Doogue's services would be of advantage to
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the ABC; and that 'because she was on the ascendancy and

obviously became aware of her own importance' it was necessary

to provide incentive to retain Ms Doogue's services. The

Committee was also informed that the terms of the clause were

proposed to the ABC by a management agent engaged by Ms Doogue. 4

4.13 The apparent generosity of the terms of payment was of

concern to the Committee. If an 'up-front' payment of, for

example, 10% instead of 50\ had been payable under the contract

wi th the remaining 90% payable regularly in arrears, the

advantage to the person whose services were to be provided, and

the potential disadvantage to the ABC, would have been far less.

The ABC told the Committee that, if it had not agreed to the

clause, the total fee demanded by Ms Doogue may have been

higher. 5 The Committee accepts that this may have been so, but

ought not to have cost the ABC more in total in view of the

later times for payments.

4.14 The Committee asked what steps were taken by the ABC to

protect the ABC's interests in the case of default due to

failure to provide Ms Doogue's services for whatever reason.

Ms McKenzie of the ABC told the Commi ttee tha t, in addi ti on to

the generally available civil remedies, the contract provided

(in clause 7) for reduction in payments proportional to the

duration of the failure to provide services. However, the

Committee points out that it did not clearly and unequivocably

provide for repayment of advance payments. Failure to provide

Ms Doogue's services due to accident or other unforeseen event,

or a di spute leading to her wi thdr awal, if occur ring soon af ter

payment of one of the instalments, could have necessitated

action to recover a very substantial sum. Termination of the

contract was possible at the ABC's discretion in the case of

failure to provide services for reasons of illness or

otherwise. 6 However, the ABC would not have been in a strong
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position to recover what had already been paid, and any legal

action would have been an unnecessary (and possibly substantial)

cost.

4.15 The Committee sought to establish the course of

negotiations between the ABC and Ms Doogue's agent which led to

the agreement by the ABC to the contract. At the Committee's

second hearing, the Committee was informed that Mr Alan Bateman

(as then Acting Controller of Programs) had negotiated an

earlier Doogue contract. The Committee wrote to Mr Bateman

asking him a number of questions about the negotiation of the

contract. 7

4.16 Mr Bateman, who was no longer on the staff of the ABC,

told the Committee he had negotiated the Doogue contract for

1984 with the agent engaged by Ms Doogue. At the time of

negotiation of' the contract, the ABC did not have a policy on

the inclusion or exclusion of any particular terms negotiated by

him on behalf of the ABC. Mr Bateman said

There was
negotiated
acceptable

no policy except that contracts
on an arm's length basis were

to the ABC.8

4.17 The Committee also asked Mr Bateman why the 'up-front'

payment clause and the non-disclosure clause (discussed in

paragraphs 4.18 to 4.25) were included in the Doogue contract.

Mr Bateman merely told the Committee that they were included as

'the product of the negotiations' and that no attempt had been

made to resist the inclusion of the provisions in the contract

he negotiated. 9
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The non-disclosure clause

4.18 The second unusual clause in the 1985 Doogue contract

was clause 4 which provided

~You agree that your Company and Miss
Doogue will maintain the confidentiality of
this Agreement and will not reveal its
contents to any other person, firm or
company. 10

This clause was descr ibed during the hearing as the

non-disclosure clause.

4.19 The Committee asked the ABC officers who attended its

first hearing (when this clause, but not the whole contract, was

first provided) why this clause was included in th,~ contract,

and whether it was the reason for the ABC's apparent reluctance

to provide the information requested by Estimates Committee C at

its hearings early in 1985. The ABC told the Committee that a

non-disclosure clause was inserted only in 'exceptional

contracts' .11

4.20 When a member of the Committee pointed out to the ABC

that the clause did not appear to impose an obligation upon the

ABC not to disclose information to other persons or bodies, the

ABC replied that where such a term appeared in a contract, the

ABC believed that there was an implied obligation on it not to

disclose the terms of the contract. l2

4.21

that:

Ms McKenzie of the ABC told the Committee in evidence

In some cases it is an expressed requi rement
of the individual not to disclose the amount
that the ABC is paying. Obviously the obverse
to that is that the ABC should not disclose
tha t as well. 13
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However, the Committee

explicitly stated in the

points

wording

out that 'the

of the clause.

obverse I is not

4.22 At the Committee's second hearing, the Committee sought

more detail on the implica tions of the non-disclosure clause and

why it was not raised with the Estimates Committee by ABC

officers, or referred to in supplementary written answers

provided to that Committee after its hearing. The ABC told the

Committee that, as it considered commercial confidentiality was

the prime reason for not revealing the information to the

Estimates Committee, it had not thought it relevant to advise

the Estimates Committee of the clause. Ms Ercole told the

Committee:

Having looked at this, I am not sure why we
did not disclose that [Le. the existence of
the clause] at the time. All I can think is
that we were answering such a bulk [of
questions] that we did not realise that it
was going to be of such specific importance.
It was an oversight, I am sure. There was not
any ulterior motive in that. 14

4.23 When asked by the Committee whether such a view

indicated that no-one in the ABC realised the clause had not

been revealed to the Estimates Committee, the ABC replied that

it had not considered revealing the existence of the

non-disclosure clause until this Committee had started its

proceedings. IS

4.24 The Committee also asked the ABC whether it was

reluctant to provide information to an Estimates Committee about

employment contracts, notwithstanding the existence of a

non-disclosure clause in the contract. Ms Ercole of the ABC told

the Committee that the Parliament and its committees were able

and entitled to request and receive whatever information was

relevant regarding expenditure, notwithstanding the existence of

a non-disclosure clause in any contract. l6
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4.25 Advice on the number of ABC employment contracts with

non-disclosure clauses was also sought by the Committee. The ABC

found it difficult to give the Committee an accurate answer to

this question, due to an apparent lack of detailed knowledge on

the contracts entered into by the ABC. It advised that, in

January 1986, there were two current contracts which contained

such clauses, including a contract for the year 1986 which

contained the following words:

You agree that you will maintain the
confidentiality of this agreement and will
not reveal its contents to any other person,
firm or company save your professional
advisers. The ABC makes the same undertaking,
subject to the requirements imposed on it as
a statutory authority.l?

The

the

last sentence of the

issues explored by

clause had been added as a

the Estimates Committees

resul t of

and this

Committee.

Conclusions

and unjustifiable

ABC. It is not

gravely disturbed

wi th such unusualcontract

contractual in

contract

common

a

be

that

might

thebyinto

condi tions

entered

was

been

CommitteeThe

such as the Doogue

terms should have

relevant that such

4.26

commercial broadcasting companies. This view is based on the

fact that the ABC is almost entirely funded from the Budget, and

must be responsible for the allocation of funds appropriated for

its use by the Parliament.

4.27 In particular, the Committee believes that it was

hi'lllly irrf'nponsjblf' of the ABC to enter into a contract which

j., .."idnd I". I"n ~'~',-ItIUlll I fl' ~u'lvl,·.,J.\ ~l" 1;11 II .... dv ....... · .01 1".-11

l'lOVIOE:Q. 't'he Looml1 t ltH::: ., i '" i I ::l J

provision should ever be even contemplated again.
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4.28 The Committee also considers that the Parliament did

not intend to give the ABC the power to enter into contracts

containing terms which could lead to any doubt whatsoever in the

mind of the ABC that the Parliament, or its committees, were

entitled to have full disclosure of their provisions.

4.29 The Committee understands the ABC's desire to obtain

Ms Doogue's services, but it firmly believes that the ABC should

have taken a stronger negotiating stand and attempted to resist

the imposition of the 'up-front' payment clause when first

proposed and in the subsequent years.
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CHAPTER 5

ACCOUNTABILITY OF THE ABC TO THE
PARLIAMENT AND ITS COIIMITTEES

5.1 This Committee has always maintained that statutory

authori ties, being created by Parliament, are fully accountable

to the Parliament. The ABC, although required to operate in a

highly competitive field, receives practically all its revenue

from the Commonwealth Budget. The ABC must therefore expect, and

respond to, the same degree of scrutiny as any Commonweal th

statutory authority and be prepared to report fUlly on its

operations whether to Estimates Committees or to a committee

such as Finance and Government Operations.

5.2 The ABC has been reminded of this obligation by the

Senate on two occasions and by the Dix Committee. The actions of

the ABC prompted the debate and affirmation by the Senate of the

statement of principle regarding accountability for expenditure

by statutory authorities to the Parliament. In 1971, the

Minister responsible for the ABC declined to answer questions

concerning television sporting broadcasting put to the ABC by

Estimates Committee C.l In 1984, the ABC failed to inform

Estimates Commi ttee B of maj or organi sati onal changes it had

undertaken. 2 The statement read:

That whilst it may be argued that Statutory
Authori ties are not accountable through the
responsible Minister of State to Parliament
for day-to-day operations, they may be called
to account by Parliament itself at any time
and that there are no areas of expenditure of
public funds where these corporations have a
discretion to withhold details or
explanations from Parliament or its
Commi ttees unless the Parli ament has
c'xprltlluJy JJJuviLiorl olhnrwiuC'.3
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5.3 The 1981 Report by the Coromi ttee of Review of the ABC

(the Dix Report) also made reference to the accountability of

the ABC to Parliament. Paragraph 49 of the Report read:

The ABC will always be dependent on
Government in that it receives practically
all of its income from parliamentary
appropriation. We support this method of
funding the organisation since it safeguards
it in many ways from the potential influence
of sectional interests. Funding by
parliamentary appropriation must be
accompanied by a variety of administrative
controls. Compliance with these controls is
irksome, but we cannot agree with those who
believe that the ABC's independence and
integrity are threatened each time it is
obliged to have a relationship with other
government bodies. Precisely because it is
largely dependent on the public purse for its
income, the ABC must be financially
accountable in ways in which its commercial
competitors are not. 4

5.4 The problems of accountability that are raised by this

inquiry unfortunately reflect recurring and apparently

persistent problems that the Parliament, and the Senate

Estimates Committees in particular, have experienced in

obtaining full and accurate information on the administration

and financial management of the ABC. There appears to have been

little improvement in this situation since the enactment of the

Australian Broadcasting Corporation Act in 1983. The Committee

has noted, with disappointment, that two recent reports to the

Senate, from the Standing Committee on Education and the Arts,

and from Estimates Committee C, have drawn attention to the

ABC's inabili ty to comply wi th these basic standards of

accountability expected by the Parliament. 5

5.5 The ABC'S continued difficulties before Estimates

('OlUnd I I J'f>J.: nl" "I" P"I I i cui ilr conC"t II. I\H '111VJ"IIHIII'llt I",\'IIIIU';, Illllll'

l.:ulll!-.I!E::X and tht:" lIUluUeC 'lI1l1 deui--'I: ur 'JUVl:ll1lul:ll!
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increase, the Parliament must use all avenues available to it to

ensure that public monies are being properly expended, to gather

information about government activities and to ensure the

accountability of government to the Parliament. One of the

avenues available to the Parliament for this purpose is the

Senate Estimates Committee system. The twice a year hearings of

Estimates Committees provide the Senate with regUlar access to

Senate Ministers, public servants and officers of statutory

authorities. Estimates Committees can, and do, seek information

on any matter connected with money which departments and

authorities are seeking from the Parliament.

5.6 While the Committee understands the difficulties that

may be experienced when Estimates Committees request information

on confidential matters, because of restrictions imposed by the

Standing Orders, it remains a general principle that information

cannot and should not be withheld from the Parliament or its

committees by an authority, unless a specific provision to that

effect is contained in an authority's enabling legislation. The

Committee believes that it is appropriate to reproduce the

opinion received by the Standing Committee on Education and the

Arts from the Attorney-General's Department concerning the

position of the statutory authorities and scrutiny by the

Parliament:

it is, in my view, abundantly clear that
statutory provisions freeing an authority
from day to day ministerial direction in no
way put that authority beyond the reach of
parliamentary scrutiny, particularly in the
context of a parliamentary inquiry into the
administration and execution ot- that
authorityt s constituting legislation.

5.7 As a final matter concerning the access to information

by Parliament and its Committees, the Committee believes that

although no information shOUld be kept from the Parliament,

committees should treat claims of confidentiality with



discretion. Most committees, except of course Estimates

Committees, are able to receive information 'in camera'. This

mechanism is not intended to keep valuable information from

parliamentary and public scrutiny, but is intended to ensure

that confidential information may remain confidential in those

cases in which it can be justified. The Committee also believes

that parliamentary committees should ensure that their powers to

gain information are not used capriciously. Committees should

not be used for 'fishing expeditions' but, in order to maintain

the integrity of and respect for committees, all committee

requests should be based on a genuine need for information.

5.8 The ABC has told the Committee that no information

sought by a parliamentary committee relating to its

administration, financial management or expenditure will, in

future, be refused. This approach is to be welcomed and is one

which should also be observed by other statutory author i ties.

The Committee expects that the ABC will give careful

consideration to this Report, and take steps to ensure that its

administration of contract employment and the Parl iament· s

knowledge of it, is improved.
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CHAPTER 6

SUMMARY OF CONCLUSIONS

The Committee's main conclusions are as follows:

Contract employment

In general, the Committee does not disapprove of

contracts of employment by a statutory authority,

particularly when it will facilitate and improve the

functions and responsibilities of the authority.

However, the Committee believes that contract

employment should not be used for normal full-time

employment and that contracts, limited to contracts of

employment, should be used only for limited employment

or for the engagement of persons to perform particular

tasks (paragraph 2.44)

The ABC has been given the power to enter into

employment contracts by the Parliament and the

Cammi ttee believes that the ability to engage people

under contract on occasions allows the ABC to obtain

the services of people from specialised areas or for

fixed terms (paragraph 2.45)

Contracts should be used with discretion and a contract

should not be entered into merely because it is

demanded by the person whose services are sought by the

ABC. All other options shOUld be considered before the

ABC agrees to enter a contract (paragraph 2.46)
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Contracts for service are not a desirable form of

arranging employment. The Committee believes that

contracts for service can distort the normal employment

relationship and may allow a person whose services are

obtained under a contract for service to gain a number

of tax and other financial advantages not available to

salaried employees, or those engaged under contracts of

employment. The facilitation of such arrangements by a

Commonwealth authority is undesirable (paragraph 2.47)

It is necessary for the ABC to introduce

guidelines on contract employment which address

matters as soon as possible (paragraph 2.48)

Confidentiality of contracts

clear

these

The provision of powers to enter contracts in an

authori ty' s enabling legi slation does not imply that

the authority can presume that the Parliament or its

commi ttees will not insist on disclosure of details of

such contracts (paragraph 3.21)

As a basic matter of accountability, it

that details of contracts not be

(paragraph 3.22)

is desi rable

confidential

When the Parliament seeks information concerning

contracts which are claimed to be commercially

confidential, proper regard should be had for genuine

personal and commercial interests (such as privacy or

competitiveness) that may be affected by publication

(paragraph 3.23)
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The actual remuneration for providing services to an

authority (whether as employee or contractor) should be

available to the Parliament when requested. Whether a

person is paid under the terms of a Remuneration

Tribunal determination or an applicable industrial

award, or is a contractor, does not appear relevant to

the Committee. Estimates Committees were established

for the specific purpose of examining the expenditure

programs undertaken by departments of the Commonweal th

and statutory authori ties. Accordingly, authori ties

must be prepared to account to Estimates Committees for

all aspects of their financial management and

administration, even when the information sought may be

regarded as private or commercially confidential. This

aspect of statutory authority accountability should be

made clear at the time an authority en~ers into

negotiations for any type of contract and should be

made clear in the terms of contracts entered into

(paragraph 3.24)

Ms Doogue's Contract

It was highly irresponsible of the ABC to enter into a

contract which provided for the payment for services so

far in advance of their being provided. The Committee

considers that no similar provision should ever be even

contemplated again (paragraph 4.27)

The Parliament did not intend to give the ABC the power

to enter into contracts containing terms which could

lead to any doubt whatsoever in the mind of the ABC

that the Parliament, or its committees, were entitled

to have full disclosure of their provisions

(paragraph 4.28)
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The ABC's desire to obtain Ms Doogue's services is

understandable, but the ABC should have taken a

stronger negotiating stand and attempted to resist the

imposition of the 'up-front' payment clause when first

proposed and in the subsequent years (paragraph 4.29)

Accountability of the ABC to the Parliament and its committees

The ABC must expect, and respond to, the same degree of

scrutiny as any Commonwealth statutory authority and be

prepared to report fully on its operations whether to

Estimates Committees or to a Committee such as Finance

and Government Operations (paragraph 5.1)

John Coates
(CHAIR)
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QUALIFYING STATEMENT

Senators Short and Vanstone wish to qualify their concurrence
with this report in the following terms.

We believe that the central issue in this reportis the question
of whether or not the Australian Broadcasting Corporation's claim
that certain information should not be made available to
Estimates Committee C, on the ground of commercial
confidentiality, was justified.

The trigger for this reference to the Committee was the refusal
of the A.B.C to provide information to the Committee on the
salary of Ms Geraldine Doogue.While the A.B.C. initially used the
blanket claim of ' Market Confidentiality' to support it's refusal
to provide information, it soon became clear that Ms. Doogue's
services were retained. by virtue of a contract for service and
that the nature of that contract would be central to the
Committee's enquiries.

We believe that it was necessary to make some enquiries into the
use of contract employment by the A.B.C. as a means of gaining a
clearer perspective on the reference.At no stage did we hold the
view that the committee's enquiries with respect to contract
employment were anything other than that.

The report as it stands, is open to being interpreted as making a
policy decision by advocating that the A.B.C. use as little
contract employment as possible. We do not believe it was the
function of the Committee with respect to this reference to make
such a decision and would not necessarily support such a decision
in any event.

Accordingly we would have preferred the following paragraph in
place of paragraph 2.46. Such a replacement would then require
the deletion of all words including and after "However" in each
of paragraphs 2.19 and 2.44.

SUGGESTED REPLACEMENT FOR PARAGRAPH 2.46

The Committee accepts the need for the A.B.C. to use contract
employment in a variety of circumstances and does not seek to
make a policy decision with respect to the use of contract
employment. Rather ,the Committee points out that the A.B.C.
should have a clear policy with respect to the use of contract
employment and that policy should be apparent from a clear set of
gu:_delines to be used by all those associated wi th employing
personnel for the A.B.C.
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It folloW's that we believe the report is inappropriately named.
It is not a report solely about employment contracts in the
A.B.C. Rather it is primarily about the accountability of the
A.B.C. to Parliament. The trigger and vehicle for some
conclusions being drawn about accountability simply happened to
be a particular contract.

Senator J. Short
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APPENDIX

LIST OF WITNESSES

Aarons, Mark

Berry, Curtis

Cl ear¥, John

Ercole, Jeanne

President, NS\v Branch, ABC Staff Union

Controller, Human Resources, Australian
Broadcasting Corporation

Federal PreSident, ABC Staff Union

Director, Human Resources, Australian
Broadcasting Corporation

McKenzie, Helen Head of Employee Relations, Television,
Australian Broadcasting Corporation

Molomby, Tom Committee Member, NSW Branch, ABC Staff Union

Swancott, Neal Federal Secretary, Australian Journalists'
Association

LIST OF ORGANISATIONS AND INDIVIDUALS WHO
ASSISTED THE COMMITTEE'S INQUIRY

Actors Equity of Australia

Australian Broadcasting Corporation

Australian Broadcasting Corporation Staff Union

Australian Journalists· Association

Minister for Communications, Michael Duffy, M.P.

Minister for Employment and Industrial Relations,
Ralph Willis, M.P.

Musicians' Union of Australia, Federal Office

Senior Executive Association of the Australian Broadcasting
COLporation
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